ELM, ACCOLADE

Accolade is a vase shaped, medium to large, deciduous elm that
typically grows to 50-60' tall and to 25-40' wide. It reportedly has
excellent resistance to Dutch elm disease, elm leaf miner and elm leaf
beetle. It is also noted for its vigorous growth, glossy dark green foliage
and good yellow fall color. Full sun Zone 4-9

ELM, ALLEE

Allee is a deciduous tree that typically grows to 60’-70’ tall and 35-55’
wide with a rounded crown. It is noted for its elliptic, toothed, glossy,
dark green leaves, mottled bark and resistance to Dutch elm disease. It
resembles American elm with its vase shaped growing habit. Small, nonshowy flowers appear in fall. Yellow fall color is not showy. Full sun
Zone 4-9

ELM, BOSQUE

Bosque has a single central leader and strong ascending branches
forming a pyramidal crown. The leaves are a lustrous dark green,
turning yellow to orange in autumn. The mottled bark ranges from
greyish orange to greyish brown. The tree is reputed to be very fast
growing. Grows to mature height of 40’ tall and with a 30’ spread.
Full sun Zone 4-9

ELM, EVERCLEAR

Narrow, vase-shaped tree that grows about 40’ tall by 15’ wide, growing
as much as 3 feet per year. Small, inconspicuous flowers and fruit, with
an ornamental bark. Tolerates heat and humidity. Tends not to scorch in
drought years. Highly resistant to Dutch elm disease and elm leaf beetle
damage. Full sun Zone 4-9

ELM, FRONTIER

An excellent, rapid growing tree with an upright, oval shape. Glossy
green leaves turn beautiful reddish-purple to burgundy in October.
Disease and insect resistant. Also grows well in poor soil. Average height
on this tree grows to about 40’ tall with a 30’ spread. Full sun Zone 4-9

ELM, TRIUMPH

Lustrous dark green foliage cloaks this easily managed selection. A
young, upright-oval form matures too softly, arching branches. Triumph
maintains excellent disease and pest resistance as well as good drought
tolerance. Mature size 50’- 60’ tall and 40’- 50’ wide. Full sun Zone 4-9

ELM, VALLEY FORGE

Valley Forge is a large-maturing shade tree with a dense canopy of dark
green leaves and arching habit. This deciduous tree typically grows to
60’–80’ tall with a broad-rounded crown. Non-showy, small green
flowers appear in spring before the foliage emerges. Leaves typically
turn yellow in fall. 'Valley Forge' has excellent resistance to Dutch elm
disease. Full sun Zone 4-9

EUONYMUS, EAST. WAHOO

Eastern wahoo is a deciduous, small tree which is most often grown for
its attractive red berries and fall color. Typically appears as an upright,
spreading, deciduous shrub with an irregular crown growing to 10-15'
tall. Dark green leaves turn dull red to greenish red in fall. Small, purple
flowers appear in late spring but are not particularly showy. Scarlet red
fruits appear in autumn. Full sun to part shade Zone 3

EUONYMUS, PRAIRIE RAD. TF A beautiful small tree for any landscape. Excellent dark green fine
textured summer foliage turns brilliant red in fall. Brilliant large pink
fruit capsules open to expose orange seeds in October, which are
persistent into early winter. Performs best in moist soils. Your average
height on this tree is about 18’ tall with a 12’ spread. Full sun Zone 4

FILBERT, CONTORTED

This deciduous, rounded, multi-stemmed shrub which typically grows 810' tall features, as the cultivar name suggests, twisted and spiraling
branches, twigs and leaves. Male flowers appear in spring in showy, 2-3"
long, yellowish brown catkins. Female flowers are insignificant. Round,
double-toothed, light green leaves typically turn an undistinguished
yellow in fall. Full sun to part shade Zone 4-9

FRINGETREE, CHINESE

It is most often seen in cultivation as a large, multi-stemmed, deciduous
shrub growing to 10-20’ tall with a rounded, wide-spreading form. It
also may be grown as a small tree ultimately reaching up to 30-40’ tall.
Terminal clusters of mildly fragrant, pure white flowers with fringe-like
petals bloom in late spring to early summer. Leaves are bright green
above and whitish-green plus downy beneath. Leaves turn yellow in fall.
Full sun to part shade Zone 5-9

FRINGETREE, TOKYO TOWER

This is a deciduous shrub to small tree that grows to about 3’ tall in the
wild but can grow to 15’ tall. Leaves are up to four inches long. The
flower spikes are similar to but shorter than the common fringe tree.
Seed-bearing plants produce oval fruits that are about an inch long and
purplish in color. Leaves turn yellow in the fall. Full sun to part shade
Zone 6-9

GINKGO, AUTUMN GOLD

Autumn Gold is an all-male cultivar typically growing at maturity to 4050' tall with a symmetrical, broadly spreading habit. Leaves turn a
uniform golden yellow in autumn and persist for several weeks. When
the leaves do drop, they drop rapidly, forming a golden carpet around
the tree. It is the only surviving member of a group of ancient plants
believed to have inhabited the earth up to 150 million years ago. Full
sun Zone 3-8

GINKGO, ELMWOOD

Elmwood Ginkgo is a statement tree! Extremely tall, with the growth of
15’, narrow growth habit with a single leader. Seedless. Green lobed
fan-shaped leaves that turn golden in the fall. Full sun to part shade.
Zone 4

GINKGO, FASTIGIATA

These fastigiated forms typically grow 30-50' tall with upright, narrowly
conical habits that are just slightly broader at the base. Fastigiata is an
all-male cultivar. Leaves turn a uniform golden yellow in autumn and
persist for several weeks. When the leaves do drop, they drop rapidly,
forming a golden carpet around the tree. Full sun Zone 3-8

GINKGO, GNOME

Gnome will grow 3’-4’ by 3’-4’ in 10 years making it an ideal addition in
the landscape. Fall colors are bright golden yellows. The leaves on
'Gnome' are large curvy. These leaves, along with the tight compact
habit of 'Gnome' give this dwarf ginkgo tree a bubby texture in the
landscape. Full sun Zone 4

GINKGO, GOLDSPIRE

A dense and narrowly pyramidal Ginkgo growing 14’ to 16’ tall and 5’ to
6’ wide. Richly green summer foliage gives way to golden yellows in the
fall. A non-fruiting variety. Excellent in a small garden or as a street tree.
Sun to part shade Zone 4

GINKGO, MAGYAR

Magyar is a male form is a narrow upright form with ascending
branching that matures over time to as much as 60’ tall and 30’ wide.
Green leaves turn a uniform and very showy golden yellow in autumn.
Insignificant greenish male flowers bloom in catkins in spring. Full sun
Zone 3-8

GINKGO, MARIKEN

Mariken is a dwarf, low-spreading, somewhat weeping/pendulous male
form that grows very slowly to only 2’ tall by 2’ wide over the first 10
years. It may eventually reach 3’ tall by 8’ wide. Small green leaves turn
a uniform golden yellow in autumn. Full sun Zone 3 b

GINKGO, PRINCETON SENTRY Princeton Sentry is an all-male cultivar typically growing at maturity to
40-50' tall and 20’-30’ spread with an upright, narrowly conical habit.
Leaves turn a uniform golden yellow in autumn and persist for several
weeks. When the leaves do drop, they drop rapidly, forming a golden
carpet around the tree. Full sun Zone 3-8

HORNBEAM, AMERICAN

a slow-growing, deciduous, small to medium-sized understory tree with
an attractive globular form. It is native to Missouri. Flowers appear in
spring in separate male and female catkins, with the female catkins
giving way to distinctive clusters of winged nutlets. Dark green leaves
often produce respectable shades of yellow, orange and red in fall. Full
to part shade. Zone 3

JUNIPER, HETZI COL.

This attractive, dark green, columnar Juniper has a dense, tight growth
habit and a vigorous growth rate. It reaches 15 to 18 feet in height and 5
to 8 feet wide. Excellent planted as a background or screen. Full sun
Zone 4

JUNIPER, HILLSPIRE

This eastern red cedar cultivar is a dense, compact-pyramidal,
symmetrical tree with ascending branching which grows 15-30' tall.
Features bright green foliage which is attractive year-round. Male
cultivar. Full sun Zone 2

JUNIPER, ROBUSTA

Slow to moderate growing, dense columnar juniper with scale-like green
foliage with a hint of silver/gray to it. Takes on a somewhat "twisted",
upright, columnar shape with age. Peeling red/brown bark, and grayish
green berry-like cones are produced in abundance. Grows up to 15’ tall
and 4’ wide. Full sun Zone 4

JUNIPER, TAYLOR

Taylor is an upright narrow columnar eastern red cedar that typically
grows to 15-20' tall but to only 3-4' feet wide. Silvery blue-green foliage
is attractive throughout the growing season. Foliage may take on some
bronze tones in winter. Round, blue-purple, berry-like cones on female
trees are often ornamental. Cones are attractive to many birds. Full sun
Zone 4-9

KATSURATREE, AMZ. GRACE

A gracefully weeping tree with delicate blue-green foliage. The fall
foliage ranges from oranges to yellows and has a sweet scent as they
drop. It grows best in moist, well-drained soil. It needs protection from
hot, dry winds. Grows to 25’ tall and 30’ wide. Full sun Zone 4

KENTUCKY COFFEE TREE

Kentucky coffeetree is a tall deciduous tree with rough, scaly graybrown bark and large compound leaves. It grows 60-80’ tall with an
irregular open oval to obovate crown. Leaflets are blue-green in
summer, turning an undistinguished yellow in fall. Greenish white
flowers appear in late spring (May-June). Female flowers are fragrant.
Trees are late to leaf out in spring and are one of the first to drop leaves
in the fall. Full sun Zone 3-8

LILAC, BEIJING GOLD

This cultivar has creamy-yellow flowers; attractive, cinnamon-colored
bark; and unique yellow-gold fall color. The Peking lilac is a dependable
urban tree and a great choice even for parking lot, boulevard, and
parkway plantings. Grows to 25’ tall and 20’ wide. Full sun Zone 4-7

LILAC, CHINA SNOW

China snow is a small tree or large shrub and typically grows in an open,
multi-stemmed form to 15-20’ tall and to 15' wide with arching
branches and ovate dark green leaves. Showy, fragrant, yellowish-white
flowers bloom in panicles in mid-spring. Flowers give way to loose
clusters of brown capsules that persist into winter. No fall color of
significance. Full sun Zone 3-7

LILAC, SUMMER SNOW

Summer Snow is spectacular in flower and the persistent seed pods
carry ornamental interest into the fall. This is a very large shrub or small
tree, reaching a height of about 20 to 30 feet with a 20 to 25-footspread. The huge clusters of creamy white flowers, borne in early
summer for about two weeks, are the main ornamental feature but
lack the fragrance of the spring-blooming Lilacs. Full sun Zone 3-7

LOCUST, PURPLE ROBE

Purple Robe is a medium sized, deciduous tree that typically grows to
30-40’ tall with an oval-upright habit. It is noted for its attractive leaves
and pendant, violet purple pea-like flowers. Bronze-green leaves are
attractive during the growing season. Leaves emerge an interesting
bronze-red in spring, but eventually turn yellow in fall. Fragrant
wisteria-like violet purple flowers in pendant bloom in mid to late
spring. Full sun Zone 4-8

LOCUST, TWISTY BABY

Amazing zigzag branches. Incredible twisted branches, encouraged by
pruning of long growth spurts, make this dwarf tree a standout in any
outdoor space. It also features fragrant white flower clusters in spring,
emerald green leaves in summer and gorgeous yellow foliage in fall.
Matures to be 8-10' tall and 12-15' wide. Full sun Zone 3-8

LONDON PLANE

London plane tree is a hybrid cross between American sycamore and
Oriental plane tree. It typically grows as a single-trunk tree to 75-100’
tall with horizontal branching and a rounded habit. The signature
ornamental feature of this huge tree is its brown bark which exfoliates
in irregular pieces to reveal creamy white inner bark. In fall, foliage
typically turns an undistinguished yellow-brown. Small, non-showy
flowers appear in small rounded clusters in April. Full sun Zone 4-8

MAGNOLIA, BRACKENS

Brackens is a compact cultivar that typically grows to 30’ tall with a
dense, narrow, pyramdial-oval crown, and produces flowers and leaves
that are approximately one-half the size of those on species’ plants.
Leathery evergreen leaves are glossy dark green above and rusty-brown
beneath, lending a bi-color appearance to the foliage. Fragrant, cupshaped, white flowers appear in late spring, with sparse continued
flowering throughout the summer. Full sun to pat shade Zone 6-9

MAGNOLIA, ANN

Deep red-purple blooms appear before the foliage on this deciduous
Magnolia. The foliage is dark green with hints of rusty purplish-red. Ann
grows 8 to 10 feet tall and 10 feet wide as an open broad, rounded
shrub. Full sun Zone 4

MAGNOLIA, CUCUMBER

This is a deciduous magnolia that produces slightly-fragrant, greenishyellow, tulip-like flowers at the twig tips in late spring, but is named for
the green, warty, cucumber-like fruits that follow the flowers. Cone-like
fruits mature to a showy red in late summer. Cucumber tree is a
straight-trunked tree that typically grows 40-70’ tall with a pyramidal
crown. Unlike most magnolias, this tree often produces respectable fall
color (gold). Full sun Zone 3-8

MAGNOLIA, DAYBREAK

Daybreak is a deciduous tree with a narrow, upright form. Brilliant
deep-pink to coral-hued blooms appear up to two months later than
most. Marvelously fragrant, this form also blooms at an early age.
Grows to 30’ tall and 15’ wide. Full sun Zone 5-8

MAGNOLIA, EDITH BOGUE

Edith Bogue is a cultivar that is noted for its excellent winter hardiness.
Over time, this cultivar will grow to 60’ by 30’ wide. Lemon-scented,
white flowers bloom in early summer. Leathery evergreen ovate to
elliptic leaves are glossy dark green above and variable pale green to
gray-brown beneath. Full sun to part shade Zone 6-9

MAGNOLIA, ELIZABETH

Elizabeth is a deciduous pyramidal magnolia tree that grows over time
to 20-35’ tall and features fragrant yellow flowers in early spring. It is a
cross between cucumber tree and Yulan magnolia. Yellow flowers have
tinges of yellow green near the bases. Flowers bloom at the twig tips as
the new leaves begin to unfurl. Flowers are usually sterile. Full sun to
part hade Zone 5-8

MAGNOLIA, GALAXY

Galaxy is unique in form and flower among cultivated magnolias. It is a
single stemmed, pyramidal, tree-form magnolia with excellent
branching habit. Red-purple blooms with a slight fragrant. Partially
sterile, may occasionally produce fruit and viable seed. Deciduous with
large leaves, medium green above and light green beneath. 30-40’ tall
and 22-25’ spread. Full sun Zone 5-9

MAGNOLIA, GOLDFINCH

A yellow magnolia with long, golden buds open to large, 8-10″, light
yellow, fragrant blossoms just as the new leaves unfurl in early to midspring. Goldfinch is extremely hardy and begins flowering at a young
age. Grows to the height of 12’ tall with an 8’ spread. Full sun Zone 4

MAGNOLIA, JANE

Jane is a slow-growing, deciduous shrub or small tree that typically rises
over time to 10-15’ tall with a spread to 8-12’ wide. Large cup-shaped
flowers are reddish-purple with white inside. Flowers may sporadically
repeat bloom in mid-summer. Ovate leaves emerge with copper-red
tints in spring, turn dark green by late spring and finally acquire yellow
to bronze-copper tones in fall. Full sun to part shade Zone 4-8

MAGNOLIA, MERRILL

It is a small tree typically growing to 20-30’ tall with a rounded crown.
Merrill is a vigorous free-flowering cultivar that is noted for its
floriferous bloom of large white flowers blushed with pink. Fragrant,
star-like white flowers bloom in spring. Full sun to part shade Zone 5-9

MAGNOLIA, MOONGLOW

Moonglow is a medium-sized tree with an oval to vase-shaped form. It
typically grows over time to 35’ tall with a spread of 18’. Cup-shaped,
sweetly fragrant, creamy white, waxy flowers appear in mid-spring for
about one month and sometimes continue sporadically in the summer.
Semi-evergreen elliptic leaves are glossy dark green above and silverygreen below. Cone-like fruits with bright red seeds mature in fall. Full
sun to part shade Zone 5-10

MAGNOLIA, ROSE MARIE

Rose Maries flowers bloom in late April through May for about six
weeks which also misses most late frosts. Flowers are large and rosy
pink with other shades of pink. Prefers moist, well-drained soils. Protect
from winds. Mulch roots in fall for winter protection. Can reach up to
18’ tall with a 12’ spread. Full sun to part shade Zone 5

MAGNOLIA, ROYAL STAR

It is a small deciduous tree that typically grows 15-20’ tall with a
spreading, rounded crown. It is also often grown as a large oval to
rounded shrub. It is noted for its compact size and late winter to early
spring bloom of star-shaped white flowers. Each flower typically has 1218 narrow strap-like petals. Full sun to part shade Zone 4-8

MAGNOLIA, SWEETBAY

Sweetbay features cup-shaped, sweetly fragrant (lemony), creamy
white, waxy flowers which appear in mid-spring and sometimes
continue sporadically throughout the summer. Shiny green foliage is
silvery beneath. Cone-like fruits with bright red seeds mature in fall and
can be showy. Can grow 35’ tall and wide. Full sun to part shade
Zone 5-10

MAGNOLIA, WADA’S MEM.

Wada's Memory Magnolia is columnar in habit while young, growing to
30’ tall and spreading as wide in maturity. A dense crown and coarse
texture make this plant an outstanding specimen or street tree. 6 inch,
fragrant white flowers appear before foliage in spring, giving way to
pink fruits containing bright red seeds. Full sun to part shade Zone 5-8

MAGNOLIA, YELLOW BIRD

This is an upright, conical to pyramidal, deciduous, yellow-flowered
hybrid magnolia that will mature over time to 40’ tall with a 25’ spread.
Goblet-shaped, yellow flowers bloom in spring as the new leaves
emerge. Fall color is an undistinguished yellow-brown. Full sun to part
shade Zone 4-8

MAGNOLIA, YELLOW LANT.

Yellow Lantern is a yellow-flowered magnolia hybrid. It typically grows
as an upright, single-trunked, pyramidal to oval tree that matures over
time to 25-30’ tall. Fragrant, tulip-shaped, creamy yellow flowers with
light pink tinges at the base bloom in spring as the new leaves emerge.
Fall color is an undistinguished yellow-brown. Full sun to part shade
Zone 4-8

MAPLE, AMUR

The amur maple makes a small tree or tall shrub, growing to 25 feet
high with smooth, light-gray bark on young branches. The leaves are
small for a maple, only 3 inches long, toothed, and have three main
lobes. They turn scarlet red in the fall. Full sun Zone 3

MAPLE, AMUR RUBY SLIP.

Ruby Slippers Amur Maple was selected for its straight trunk, dense
upright spreading canopy. This maple can grow up to 20’ tall and as
wide. In early spring, abundance of bright red samaras hang in pairs,
like ruby red ballet slippers, from the tree branches! Bright red, orange
and gold fall foliage. Smooth gray bark and dense canopy create a nice
winter silhouette. Tolerant of drought. Full sun Zone 3

MAPLE, AUT. BLAZE

This is an upright, fast-growing, deciduous tree that will typically grow
40-55’ tall with ascending branching and a dense, broad-oval crown.
Each medium green leaf is deeply cut with five pointed lobes. As the
trade name suggests, the foliage turns into an autumn blaze of orangered to scarlet-red fall color. Flowers and fruit for this hybrid are very
sparse. Full sun to part shade Zone 3-8

MAPLE, AUT. FANTASY

Autumn Fantasy Maple is a deciduous tree with a shapely oval form. It is
a cross between a Red Maple and Silver Maple hybrid that provides the
best qualities of both trees. It will grow to be about 50’ tall at maturity,
with a spread of 40’. It grows at a fast rate, and under ideal conditions
can be expected to live for 80 years or more. The fall color is an
exceptionally beautiful ruby red. Full sun Zone 4

MAPLE, AUT. FAITH

Autumn Faith is an oval to vase-shaped, dense form, 35ʼ tall, 20ʼ wide,
This densely growing small sugar maple is a good tree for limited space
situations. The leaves unfold in a deep bronze color then open to a
leathery rich dark green. They hold their color into fall then return to a
deep bronze color. Prefers a fertile, moist, well-drained soil, will not
tolerate heavy clay. Slow grower. Full sun Zone 3

MAPLE, BRANDYWINE

Brandywine is a male selection (seedless) that typically grows to 35-50'
tall. Leaves are green above and glaucous green with a blue-gray bloom
beneath. Fall color is a brilliant scarlet that gradually turns reddishpurple. Easily grown in average, medium to wet, well-drained soils. Full
sun to part shade Zone 4

MAPLE, CRIMSON SUNSET

Medium-sized shade tree with an upright, compact form and deep
purple summer foliage that turns maroon to reddish bronze in the
winter. Tolerates the heat than most purple leafed cultivars. Grows to
the height of 35’ tall and with a 25’ spread. Full sun Zone 4

MAPLE, FALL FIESTA

Fall Fiesta has thick leathery dark green leaves. It is a rapid grower and
has a full symmetrical branching habit. It is resistant to frost cracking
and sun scald. The thick leathery leaves are resistant to leaf tatter and
leaf hopper damage. It also has intense orange-red fall color. Can grow
to the height of 75’ tall and with a 50’ spread. Full sun to part shade
Zone 4

MAPLE, HOT WINGS

Broadly oval when young, its branches spread wider than tall, becoming
rounded at maturity. Hot Wings Maple has proven to be much more
tolerant of high pH soils than other maples. Nice fall colors ranging from
yellow to orange-red. Grows 25’ tall and wide. Full to part sun
Zone 3-7

MAPLE, PAPER BARK

Paperbark maple, is a small, deciduous, oval to oval-rounded tree with
slender upright branching. It is noted for its exfoliating copper orange to
cinnamon bark and its showy orange to red fall color. It typically
matures to 20-30’ tall. Bark on the tree is ornamental and peel into
large curls which remain on the tree. Sun to part shade Zone 4-8

MAPLE, REDPOINTE

Redpointe has an upright, broadly pyramidal form that makes this a
standout. A straight and dominant central leader results in strong
branch angles that make it easier to grow. Grows to the height of 45’
tall with a spread of 30’. Beautiful red foliage in the fall. Full sun to part
shade Zone 4

MAPLE, RED SUNSET

Red Sunset is a medium-sized, deciduous tree that typically grows 4060’ tall with a rounded to oval crown. Fruit is a two-winged samara. Red
flowers in dense clusters in late March to early April. Excellent orangered fall color. Full sun to part shade Zone 3-9

MAPLE, STATE STREET

State Street is noted for its attractive upright, medium sized, rounded
growth habit. It is a deciduous, symmetrical branching, with crisp green
leaves that retain good green color into October before turning pale to
rich yellow. It typically grows to 25-40’ tall. Full sun to part shade Zone
4-8

MAPLE, SUN VALLEY

Sun Valley is a male selection that is noted for having a symmetrical
ovate crown and exceptional red fall color. It typically grows to 21’ tall
over the first 10 years, eventually maturing to as much as 30-35’ tall in
ideal growing conditions. Reddish male flowers appear in early spring.
No fruit is produced. Medium green leaves. Fall color for this cultivar
appears as a brilliant red in late fall. Full sun to part shade Zone 4-7

MAPLE, THREE FLOWER

It is a small, deciduous understory tree which typically grows 25-30' tall
with a densely-branched, rounded crown. Best ornamental features are
its attractive shape, exfoliating bark and fall color. Medium green
trifoliate leaves turn vibrant shades of orange to red in autumn.
Greenish-yellow flowers appear in April in clusters of three, but they are
not showy. Full sun to part shade Zone 4-7

MAPLE, TRIDENT

Trident maple or three-toothed maple is a small, rounded, deciduous
tree that typically grows rather slowly to 20-30’. Triangular, three-lobed
leaves are glossy green above and pale green beneath. Variable but
usually attractive fall color features shades of dark red and orange.
Samaras mature in fall. Full sun to part shade Zone 5-9

MIMOSA

Mimosa is a fast-growing, small to medium sized, deciduous tree that
typically grows in a vase shape to 20-40’ tall with a spreading, often
umbrella-like crown. Leaves have a fern-like appearance. Fluffy, pink,
powder puff flower heads cover the tree with a long summer bloom.
Flowers are fragrant and attractive to bees. Flowers give way to flat
bean-like seed pods which persist into winter. Sensitive leaflets close up
when touched and at night. Leaflets fall to the ground after frost,
producing no fall color. Full sun to part shade Zone 6-9

MIMOSA, E.H. WILSON

These mimosa trees feature fine, graceful green leaves, attractive
brown pods and clusters of dainty pink flowers that will attract
hummingbirds and butterflies throughout the summer. This easy care
variety is fast-growing, drought-resistant and heat-tolerant. Matures to
be 30-40' tall and 20-25' wide. Full sun to part shade Zone 5-10

OAK, CRIMSON SPIRE

Crimson Spire is a perfect fit for narrow or confined spaces. This fast
growing, cold hardy, drought tolerant and disease resistant tree
adapts to varied soils. Rich, dark green leaves stay fresh and bright
through the heat of summer, turning rusty red to bright red in mid to
late autumn. It reaches about 45’ in height with a 15’ spread at
maturity. Full sun Zone 4

OAK, KIMBERLY

Kimberley Oak is a selection of the natural cross between Bur and
Swamp White Oaks. A dependable and prolific acorn bearer, it one
of the best mast-producing oaks for wildlife. Trees begin bearing
acorns in third year. Grows to the height of 50’ tall and wide. Full sun
Zone 5-7

OAK, OVERCUP

It is an important tree in difficult urban landscaping situations with
uniform branching forming a rounded shape with an open
crown. The Overcup Oak has brilliant reddish or gray brown bark
and displays leathery dark green leaves in summer; fall color is a rich
yellow-brown. It can reach the height of 65’ tall with a 40’ spread.
Full to part sun Zone 5-9

OAK, PIN

Pin oak is a moderately large tree with normal heights ranging from 70
to 90 feet. Trees reaching 120 feet tall with 5-foot diameters are
occasionally encountered on good sites. The lower branches of pin oak
are prostrate to descending, with smooth, slender, reddish-brown twigs.
Clusters of pointed buds are located at the tips of twigs. The leaves
change in color from a dark green to a deep scarlet red in fall. The
leaves are deciduous but will usually persist on the tree into winter. Full
sun Zone 4-8

OAK, REGAL PRINCE

Regal Prince is a columnar to narrow-oval cultivar that typically grows to
40-60' tall over time with a spread to 20-25'. It is noted for its narrow,
cylindrical, upright habit with fastigiated branching, glossy, leathery,
dark green foliage. Leaves are a soft, light green underneath. Excellent
resistance to powdery mildew and good winter hardiness with
resistance to wind and ice. Yellow-brown fall color. Full sun Zone 4-9

OAK, SWAMP CHESTNUT

Swamp chestnut oak is a medium to large deciduous oak with a tight,
narrow, rounded crown. It typically grows to 40-60' tall. Obovate leaves
have large rounded teeth and wavy margins. Leaves are shiny green
above but grayish beneath. Leaves turn dark red in fall. Ornamentally
insignificant flowers bloom in April-May. Flowers are followed by acorns
which ripen in September-October. Full sun Zone 5-9

OAK, SWAMP WHITE

Swamp white oak is a medium sized, deciduous tree with a broad,
rounded crown and a short trunk which typically grows at a moderate
rate to a height of 50-60'. Leaves are dark, shiny green above and silvery
white beneath. Fall color is yellow, but sometimes reddish purple.
Insignificant flowers in separate male and female catkins in spring.
Fruits are acorns which mature in early fall. Full sun Zone 3-8

